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Top 5 Challenges

Challenges What exactly happened Impact on transit country What could have been done

Transit issue

Ø Freedom of transit should apply for 
goods only

Ø Attempt to extend to commercial vehicle 
and container

Ø Cabotage practice

Ø Alien truck crossed customs 
territory taking business from 
local operators

Ø Unfair “transit fee” for Lao PDR
Ø Unjustified “transit” benefit

Ø Regulated transit operation for 
goods and commercial vehicle

Ø Allocate fair transit fees and benefit 
to transiting LLDC countries

Cross border 
bottleneck

Ø Congestion due to lack of physical 
facilities 

Ø Lack of simplified harmonized process 
(customs data format)

Ø High operating cost
Ø Time consuming
Ø Gap for facilitation fees

Ø Creation of bonded corridor from 
border to customs border 
warehouse

Ø Send pre-alert of cargo manifest
Ø Harmonized customs data format

Disadvantage to 
local operators

Ø Disparity in tax and duty vis a vis 
commercial vehicle import and 
operation

Ø Wide use of ”special transport” permit

Ø Higher operating cost
Ø Alien truck crossed customs 

territory taking business from 
local operators

Ø Realign tax and duty collection for 
commercial vehicle among GMS 
countries

Ownership issue
Ø Economic Corridors management
Ø Border checkpoint 

Ø Control and management issue
Ø High risk of cargo leaking into 

the transiting country

Ø Set up corridor management body
Ø Deploy information systems to 

control and manage the corridors

Transport node, 
Dry Ports

Ø Misinterpretation and lack of legal 
support

Ø Function of border post not properly 
graded

Ø Illegal transshipment facilities
Ø Gap for alien truck to enter 

customs territory
Ø Take advantage of “weak” border

Ø Decree on Dry Port
Ø Clear defined function of customs 

radius within customs law


